Future space-based tests of relativistic gravitation-laser ranging to Phobos, accelerometers in orbit, and optical networks surrounding Earth-will constrain the theory of gravity with unprecedented precision by testing the inverse-square law, the strong and weak equivalence principles, and the deflection and time delay of light by massive bodies. In this paper, we estimate the bounds that could be obtained on alternative gravity theories that use screening mechanisms to suppress deviations from general relativity in the solar system: chameleon, symmetron, and galileon models. We find that space-based tests of the parameterized post-Newtonian parameter γ will constrain chameleon and symmetron theories to new levels, and that tests of the inverse-square law using laser ranging to Phobos will provide the most stringent constraints on galileon theories to date. We end by discussing the potential for constraining these theories using upcoming tests of the weak equivalence principle, and conclude that further theoretical modeling is required in order to fully utilize the data.
I. Introduction
We are in a golden age for testing relativistic theories of gravitation. The recent discovery of gravitational waves from merging binary black holes [1] has tested general relativity (GR) in the strong field regime for the first time 1 [9] , and, on cosmological scales, ongoing surveys such as DES, as well as future surveys such as Euclid, LSST, SKA, and WFIRST will test the theory of gravity on cosmological distance scales [10] . On Earth, advances in table-top experiments such as torsion-balance experiments [11] , optically levitated microspheres [12] , and atom interferometry [13] have probed new potential gravitational interactions at micron distances, and forces as weak as 10 −18 N . From a theoretical viewpoint, there has been a resurgence in the study of modified gravity models driven by the mysterious acceleration of the cosmic expansion: dark energy [14] [15] [16] [17] . Typically, cosmologically relevant modifications of gravity are difficult to reconcile with solar system tests of GR, either because they require strong couplings to matter or because they have force ranges of order the size of the universe. This has led the community to focus on a narrow class of models that include screening mechanisms [16, [18] [19] [20] . Screening mechanisms use non-linear effects to suppress deviations from GR in the solar system while allowing them to be relevant on larger, cosmological scales. For this reason, the free parameters (masses and couplings) do not need to be tuned to evade solar system tests.
Complementary to the tests mentioned above, the next generation of space-based tests 2 -accelerometers in or-bit, laser networks surrounding the Sun and Earth, and laser ranging to Mars-will constrain relativistic gravity to unprecedented levels in the solar system by measuring the parameters γ, β, and δ appearing in the parameterized post-Newtonian (PPN) metric, testing the strong and weak equivalence principles, constraining the timevariation of Newton's constant, and by looking for deviations in the inverse-square law. The purpose of this paper is to explore the implications of these future missions for three theories of gravity that exhibit different screening mechanisms: chameleon [24, 25] , symmetron [26] , and galileon [27] theories. We will proceed as follows: In the next section, we will motivate screening mechanisms and introduce the three mentioned above. Next, in section III we will briefly review the current missions that have tested gravity in space, and the proposed missions that we will use in this work to forecast the projected bounds on the model's parameter space. In section IV we will present the current and projected bounds, and discuss their implications for the models, and for other tests of screening mechanisms. We will also discuss other future tests that may be useful for testing screening mechanisms but that we will not forecast for here due to uncertainties in the theoretical modeling; we discuss these in order to highlight how a dedicated effort towards a better modeling of these systems could improve the current bounds on screened modified gravity models. We conclude in section V. In Appendix A we provide a brief derivation of the PPN parameter for chameleon and symmetron theories.
II. Screening Mechanisms
A. Why Screening?
The study of scalar-tensor theories has been motivated by the cosmological observation of dark energy, the mysterious driving mechanism for the acceleration of the cosmic expansion. Indeed, one proposed explanation is that gravity is modified on large distances. In order to be relevant today, any modification must necessarily be as important as general relativity but this cannot be the case in the solar system because deviations are constrained to be subdominant by a factor of 10 −5 or more depending on the specific theory 3 . As an example, consider Brans-Dicke gravity, which describes a new scalar field φ coupled to gravity and is parameterized by a single parameter ω BD . In the non-relativistic limit, one finds a Poisson-like equation for φ:
which gives a contribution to the PPN parameter γ
In order to satisfy the Cassini bound |γ − 1| < 2.1 × 10 −5
[30] one needs to take ω BD > 40000, but, examining equation (1) one can see that the effective coupling to matter
. This implies that any BransDicke-like modifications of GR must be subdominant to the Einstein-Hilbert term on all scales by at least a factor of 10
4 . Such a requirement means that any such theories are cosmologically irrelevant.
One reason that solar system tests are so constraining for Brans-Dicke-like theories is that they contain massless scalars, and hence fit into the PPN form due to the resultant 1/r potentials. One can try to circumvent this issue but introducing a mass for the scalar so that its equation of motion is
in which case the total potential sourced by a static, spherically symmetric body is of the Yukawa form
Yuakawa forces have been searched for extensively at distances ranging from the Earth-Moon distance [31, 32] to micron-scales [11, 33, 34] , and so the mass m > (µm)
in order to evade these tests. Again, such a scalar can have nothing to say about cosmological-scale physics. One common issue with the previous two models is that solar system tests automatically preclude any relevance for cosmology because the force must either be too weak, or too short-ranged. Screening mechanisms circumvent this problem by introducing non-linear modifications of the Poisson equation that dynamically suppress deviations from GR in the solar system without the need to fine-tune the mass or the coupling to matter. In this paper we will consider three well-studied screening mechanisms:
• Chameleon Screening:
This dynamically changes the mass of the field so that it mediates a short ranged force in the solar system but may influence cosmology on Mpc scales.
• Symmetron Screening: This dynamically varies the coupling to matter so that it is essentially uncoupled in the solar system but can source deviations from GR on linear cosmological scales.
• The Vainshtein Mechanism: This uses nonlinear kinetic terms to alter the field profile sourced by massive bodies so that fifth-forces are highlysuppressed in the solar system. On cosmological scales, theories that exhibit this mechanism can self-accelerate without a cosmological constant, which makes them interesting alternatives to ΛCDM. The fifth-forces can also modify the dynamics of linear and non-linear perturbations [35] [36] [37] .
We now proceed to discuss each of these briefly in turn. Our discussion will be far from comprehensive and the interested reader is directed to references [20, [38] [39] [40] [41] for more details 4 .
B. Screening Mechanisms
Chameleon Screening
Chameleon screening [24, 25] uses a non-linear potential to make the field's mass a function of the environmental density. It's equation of motion is
the right hand side of which can be derived from an effective potential
The mass-scale Λ can vary over many orders of magnitude, but it is often compared to the dark energy scale Λ DE = 2.4 meV since this value is relevant for the present-day cosmic acceleration 6 . The location of the 4 Unpublished lecture notes can be found at the following url. 5 Note that we have switched to a dimensionful scalar in keeping with the conventions in the literature. This is why there is a factor of αρ/M pl rather than 8παGρ as in equation (3), which used a dimensionless scalar to ensure that the equation had a similar form to the Poisson equation in GR. 6 As an example, many authors consider a generalized potential of the form V (φ) = Λ 4 exp(Λ n /φ n ) = Λ 4 + Λ 4+n /φ n + · · · , which would give a common origin for the cosmological constant and the chameleon. Note that the chameleon cannot accelerate cosmologically without a cosmological constant [42] .
minimum of the effective potential is density-dependent
and hence so is the effective mass of the field about said minimum
. (8) Since the cosmological and terrestrial density vary by 29 orders of magnitude, the parameters can be chosen such that the chameleon force in laboratory experiments is sub-micron. Current experimental searches [20, 40] imply that the chameleon cannot drive the cosmic acceleration [42] but the chameleon force can still be relevant for cosmology on smaller (Mpc) scales.
Astrophysically, the chameleon profile of a sphericallysymmetric object of mass M and radius R is not sourced by the object's mass but rather by the mass inside a shell near the surface, a phenomenon that has been dubbed the thin-shell effect. This is depicted in figure 1 . The reason for this is the following: deep inside the object, the field minimizes its effective potential corresponding to the ambient density but, as one moves away from the center, the field must eventually roll in order to begin to asymptote towards the minimum at the density of the medium in which the object is immersed (galactic densities or cosmological densities depending on the situation). The field can only roll once the density is low enough so that its effective mass is light enough. The radius at which this happens is typically called the screening radius r s , and only the mass inside the screening radius sources a modification of the Newtonian potential, which is given by
Objects for which r s ≈ R have drastically suppressed Yuakawa forces since M (r s ) ≈ M whereas those where r s R have strong enhancements. These two situations are referred to as screened and unscreened respectively. The screening radius of an object can be determined from the relation [20, 39, 43, 44] 
where φ BG min is the asymptotic (background) value of the field far from the object. If equation (10) has no solutions then r s = 0 and the object is fully unscreened.
Chameleon theories violate the weak equivalence principle [38] . Indeed, one can define a scalar charge for an object so that the force on an object due to an externally applied chameleon field is F cham = αQ i ∇φ ext (this is analogous to the 'gravitational charge' M so that F grav = M ∇Φ ext N where Φ ext N is an externally applied Newtonian potential). Two objects of different masses and internal compositions will have different scalar charges and will therefore fall at different rates in an externally applied chameleon field, signifying a breakdown of the weak equivalence principle (WEP). The chameleon force between two bodies, A and B, is [45, 46] 
and as a result of this the PPN parameter γ is (see Appendix A for the derivation of this result and [20, 44, 47, 48] for other approaches)
In this formula, body A is the body responsible for the deflection/time delay of light and body B is a separate body used to measure the mass of body A. For example, for light bending by the Sun one would take A as the Sun and B as the Earth. See Appendix A for more details.
Symmetron Screening
The symmetron model [26] screens in a similar fashion to the chameleon-in the sense that it utilizes a mechanism similar to the thin-shell effect-but differs on how this is achieved. Instead of having a large mass inside the screening radius, the symmetron has a light mass (in all environments) but an environmentally-dependent coupling to matter that becomes zero. It's equation of motion is
where the effective potential is
which is sketched in figure 2 . This represents a field with a tachyonic mass µ and a field-dependent coupling to matter
The effective potential can have two shapes depending on the magnitude of the ambient density: either there is a single minimum at φ = 0 when
or there are two degenerate minima at
when ρ < ρ . In both cases, the mass about this minimum is m 2 eff = V eff (φ) ∼ µ 2 so that the mass does not vary significantly with density. When ρ > ρ the coupling vanishes identically since φ = 0 whereas when ρ < ρ the coupling is
The screening then works as follows: Given a spherical object embedded in a larger background of lower density (ρ < ρ ), the field will lie at φ = 0 at the center (provided the density ρ > ρ at some radius) and will remain here until the screening radius, at which point it begins to asymptote to φ ± . When r < r s the coupling is zero and there is no fifth-force but when r > r s the coupling is α 0 (given in (19) ) and one finds, outside the object,
Like Chameleons, symmetrons also violate the WEP and one has precisely the same scalar charge as defined in equation (11) so that the force between two bodies is given by equation (12) with m eff = µ and α → α 0 . The PPN parameter γ is, similarly,
where one again takes r to be the typical length-scale of the experiment. The screening radius can be found by evaluating [20] 
Vainshtein Screening: Galileons
The Vainshtein mechanism [49] is very general and is found ubiquitously in theories of massive gravity [50] , braneworld models [51] , and general scalar-tensor theories [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] . In this paper, we will illustrate it by considering two simple and well-studied models that have become quintessential paradigms for the Vainshtein mechanism, the cubic galileon (23) and the quartic galileon
The new parameter r c is referred to as the crossover scale 8 . In each case, one can see that the left hand side of the equation of motion contains a Poisson term and a non-linear term. The relative importance of each term is determined by the Vainshtein radius
When r r V the Poisson term dominates so that the field is Brans-Dicke-like and one has O(α 2 ) fifth-forces. On the other hand, when r r V the non-linear terms are dominant and one finds a total force
7 Note that we have taken the scalar to be dimensionless in contrast to the chameleon and symmetron scalars in order to match the conventions of reference [60] . 8 The cubic galileon is a certain limit of five-dimensional brane world models and this scale determines when the extra dimension is important. In the case of the quartic galileon there is no analog but we use the same symbol for the new parameter for the sake of consistency.
where p = 3/2 for the cubic galileon and p = 2 for the quartic. One can see that deviations from the inversesquare law are highly suppressed by powers of r/r V for distances inside the Vainshtein radius. For the solar system, the relevant Vainshtein radius is that of the Sun, which is of order 100 pc, and so deviations from GR are highly-screened in the solar system. Cosmologically, galileons can self-accelerate without the need for a cosmological constant provided that r c ∼ 6000 Mpc [61] . Galileons with smaller values of r c are not dominant cosmologically but represent new and interesting potential modifications of gravity that have yet to be well-constrained. Unlike chameleons and symmetrons, galileons obey the weak equivalence principle i.e. Q = M [38] , although non-linear effects mean that this may not be the case for two or more extended bodies in close proximity [62] .
III. Present and Future Space-Based Experiments
In this section we briefly describe the experiments we will use to constrain the screened modified gravity models presented above. In particular, we will indicate the relevant tests for these theories and state the predicted precision with which the appropriate parameters can be measured.
A. Cassini
Primarily a mission to study the physics of Saturn, the Cassini satellite and Earth were in conjunction in 2002, allowing for a test of GR using the Shapiro time delay effect. Signals sent from Earth to the satellite (en route to it's future host planet at the time) that passed the Sun with different impact parameters were able to overcome the noise due to the solar corona and allow an accurate measurement of the time delay. The resulting constraint on the PPN parameter γ, |γ −1| < 2.1×10 −5 , is currently the strongest bound on this parameter to date.
B. Lunar Laser Ranging
Laser ranging to five reflectors placed on the moon during the Apollo and Lunokhod missions can measure the relative distance between the Earth and the Moon with mm precision. This is achieved by measuring the roundtrip time for short laser pulses aimed at these reflectors, a technique known as lunar laser ranging (LLR). The incredibly high precision has allowed for tests of general relativity at the Earth-Moon distance (10 10 cm). In particular, the time-variation of Newton's constant has been measured toĠ/G < 6 × 10 −13 yr −1 , the inverse-square law has been verified with a precision δV /V < 2.1×10 −11 , and the equivalence principle has been tested to 10 −13 [63] [64] [65] . In the latter case, the bound refers to the differential acceleration between the Earth and Moon towards the Sun (a ⊕ − a )/a N , where a N is the Newtonian acceleration.
C. Phobos Laser Ranging
Building on the success of LLR, it has been proposed to land a pulsed laser transponder on the surface of Phobos [66] . The resulting Phobos laser ranging (PLR) program would be able to achieve mm-level accuracies at the Earth-Mars distance (1.5 AU). Earth and Mars would be in conjunction after 1.5 years, with a second and third conjunction in three and six years respectively. At conjunction, the laser pulses would pass close to the Sun and experience a strong Shapiro time delay effect due to the warping of space-time. This would allow for constraints on the PPN parameter γ to 10 −7 -10 −8 levels (the latter could be achieved after three conjunctions). Additionally, the time-variation of G could be measured toĠ/G < ∼ 10 −15 yr −1 and the inverse-square law could be tested to 10 −11 at the Earth-Mars distance. Not only does this allow for tests of general relativity on small scales but theories such as galileons that predict forces that increase with distance could be constrained to new levels. The equivalence principle could be tested to the 10 −15 level using the Earth-Mars-Sun-Jupiter system [67] .
D. LATOR
The Laser Astrometric Test of Relativity (LATOR) [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] aims to place two microsatellites in heliocentric orbits on the far side of the Sun with orbital radius 1 AU. Lasers placed on the satellites will send light signals to an optical interferometer placed on the international space station (ISS). The line of sight of each microsatellite passes at close but different distances to the Sun so that the entire configuration forms a triangle. If there were no warping of space-time by the Sun then the geometry of this triangle would be exactly Euclidean but the warping leads to departures from this, which manifests as a deflection of the laser signal. Measuring the amount by which the properties of the triangle deviate from their Euclidean values therefore probes the PPN parameter γ, which will be measured to an accuracy |γ − 1| ∼ 2.7 × 10 −9 .
E. GTDM
The gravitational time delay measurement (GTDM) experiment [75] proposes to measure the Shapiro time delay effect using a similar configuration to LATOR, the difference being that laser ranging between two drag-free satellites, one at the L1 Lagrange point of the Earth-Sun system and one in a LATOR-type orbit, is to be used. This will measure the PPN parameter γ to |γ − 1| < 2 × 10 −8 . We will not consider GTDM here since this will not be as strong as the LATOR constraint, which operates at the same distances.
F. BEACON
Rather than measuring the space-time curvature sourced by the Sun, the Beyond Einstein Advanced Coherent Optical Network (BEACON) [76] will attempt to measure the space-time warping by the Earth. Four small satellites will be placed in circular orbits around the Earth (at distances of order 8 × 10 4 km) in a trapezoidal configuration. Laser transceivers on each satellite will allow the distances between any two satellites to be measured with high precision. The laser beams of opposite satellites passes close to the Earth and therefore the signal picks up a time delay due to the warping of space-time. Modulating the position of one spacecraft relative to the others changes the impact parameter and will therefore allow a measurement of the PPN parameter γ, which will be measured to an accuracy |γ − 1| = 10 −9 .
IV. Potential Constraints

A. Chameleons and Symmetrons
Since Chameleons and Symmetrons screen in a qualitatively similar manner, we will consider potential tests of both simultaneously. Whereas chameleons and symmetrons do give rise to deviations in the inverse-square law, this is only the case for a narrow range of parameters (where the effective mass is of order the Earth-Moon or Earth-Mars distance for LLR and PLR respectively). Furthermore, it is likely that the field sourced by Mars will environmentally-screen Phobos (see [38] for a discussion on this) and a modeling of this effect is very complicated due to the high degree of non-linearity in the system [45, 46] . For this reason, tests using the PPN parameter γ are cleaner and cover a larger range of parameter space; we will therefore focus on the bounds that future tests of this parameter place on chameleon and symmetron theories.
The tests described above will constrain γ using the space-time warping due to either the Sun (CASSINI, PLR, LATOR) or the Earth (BEACON) using either the Shapiro time delay effect or by measuring the deflection of light. The PPN parameter γ is given in equations (13) and (21) for chameleon and symmetron models respec-tively. In the case of Cassini, PLR, and LATOR, body A is the Sun and body B is the Earth since its orbital dynamics are used to measure the Sun's mass. For BEA-CON, body A is the Earth and body B is the LAGEOS satellite, which has been used to make a measurement of the geocentric gravitational constant [77] . In practice, the LAGEOS satellite is fully unscreened (its Newtonian potential GM/Rc 2 is of order 10 −25 ) and hence acts like a point particle. For this reason Q ≈ 1 for the LAGEOS satellite and BEACON is a better probe than the other tests considered here since there is only one factor of the scalar charge.
We find the screening radius for the Sun, Earth, and LAGEOS satellite by integrating equation (10) ( (22) for symmetrons) given a relevant density profile. We then use these in equation (13) ( (21) for symmetrons) to calculate the range of parameters for which the predicted value of γ will exceed the projected bound coming from each experiment. In the case of the Sun, we use the solar density profile of [78] . We take the dark matter density in the solar neighborhood to be ρ DM = 0.324 GeV/cm 3 (6 × 10 −25 g/cm 3 ) [79] , which sets the background value of the field φ BG min for chameleons given a set of parameters. For the Earth, we assume a mean density of 5.51 g/cm 3 and for the LAGEOS satellite we calculate the mean density ρ = 3M/(4πR 3 ) ≈ 0.45 g/cm 3 (assumed constant) using the mass (407 kg) and radius (60 cm).
In the left panel of figure 3 we show the potential regions of parameter space that could be excluded for n = 1 chameleon models and compare these with current experimental constraints taken from [20] . Note that it is common in the experimental literature to write α = M pl /M c and so we do the same here for comparative purposes. One can see that only BEACON will be competitive with current experimental searches. It is interesting that the region constrained by BEACON is the region where Λ is of order the dark energy scale. BEACON therefore has the possibility to rule out n = 1 chameleon models that may have a common origin with dark energy.
In figure 4 we show the region of symmetron parameter space that could potentially be excluded. We focus on models with µ = 8 × 10 −18 eV so that the force range is larger than one AU. Note that the parameter range in is very different those considered in laboratory tests [13, [80] [81] [82] [83] . Symmetrons are far less constrained than chameleons and there are typically large gaps in the parameter space separating constraints from laboratory and astrophysical tests [20] . In order to be able to probe screened fifth-forces in a laboratory setting, the Compton wavelength must be of order (or smaller than) the width of the walls of the vacuum chamber in which the experiment is performed. Chameleons can vary their mass over many orders of magnitude and therefore different laboratory tests can probe a complementary range of parameter space whereas symmetrons have a fixed mass of O(µ) and hence the range of parameters that can be probed is limited. The parameters we consider in figure  3 are adapted to the solar system rather than laboratory tests.
One can see from figure 4 that the same region that is constrained by solar system tests is also probed by astrophysical tests using distance indicators and rotation curves [39, 43, [84] [85] [86] [87] . In this case, solar system tests constrain a complementary region of parameter space to astrophysical tests, and therefore future space-based tests will cover a currently unconstrained region. Note that it is not possible to extend the astrophysical bounds to arbitrarily small values of M because these tests require dwarf galaxies in cosmic voids to be unscreened. According to equation 22, these galaxies would become screened at small M and, in fact, the minimum value of M constrained in the figure is close to the threshold for the onset of screening in dwarf galaxies.
B. Cubic and Quartic Galileons
Galileon theories produce deviations in the inversesquare law (see equation (26)) which can be tested with laser ranging. Since the galileon force generated by the Earth scales with distance to some positive power, it is stronger at the Earth-Mars distance than the EarthMoon distance. PLR will therefore improve the bounds over the current LLR bounds [88, 89] . According to equation (26) , one has
with r V given in equation (25) and where p = 3/2, 2 for the cubic and quartic galileon respectively. r should be taken to be the Earth-Mars distance in the case of PLR.
Demanding that δV /V is less than the bound reported from LLR and the predicted sensitivity of PLR (both 10 −11 at the Earth-Moon and Earth-Mars distance respectively) we obtain the bounds (LLR) and predicted improvements (PLR) shown in figure 5 .
There have been few tests of galileon theories on small scales to date, due mainly to the efficiency of the Vainshtein mechanism. LLR yielded the strongest constraints until they were overtaken recently by tests using supermassive black holes (SMBHs) [60] . Galileons predict violations of the strong equivalence principle (SEP) so that black holes do not couple to external galileon fields whereas non-relativistic matter does [90, 91] . The acceleration of a galaxy infalling into a massive cluster receives a large but subdominant contribution from the galileon field of the cluster 9 that the SMBH at its center does not feel. For this reason, as the galaxy falls towards the center of the cluster the black hole begins to lag behind and is eventually stabilized by the restoring force of the baryons left at the galactic center. This results in an observable offset that can be as large as O(kpc). Reference [60] used the lack of an offset in the central SMBH of M87 (located in the Virgo cluster) to place the constraints that we also show in figure 5 . One can see that these are stronger than the current LLR bounds but that the bounds from PLR would supersede these. The bounds from PLR would therefore be the strongest bounds on galileons gravity models on small scales.
C. Other Tests of Gravity in Space
We end by discussing other possibilities for testing screened modified gravity in space that we will not forecast here due to technical difficulties with the theoretical modeling. Our goal is to point out that future effort in this direction could yield fruitful results.
Tests of the Time-Variation of Newton's Constant
All three of the screening mechanisms mentioned here predict that Newton's constant is time-dependent. This is primarily because the asymptotic value of the field is given by the cosmological or galactic field value (depending on the parameters one chooses). For chameleon and symmetron models, the galaxy (and therefore the Sun) must be unscreened for the former case to be relevant and, in the latter case, the time-dependence of the field is very model-dependent and requires detailed N-body simulations or excursion set methods to predict [92] . For this reason, it is difficult to use the time-variation of G to constrain symmetron and chameleon models.
Galileon models predict a strong variation in the timedependence of G [93, 94] . Again, this time-dependence comes from the cosmological boundary conditions that make the coupling to matter α time-dependent. This time-dependence is fixed by the cosmology of the galileon and therefore constrains a combination of the fundamental model parameters, as well asφ, H, and Ω m . Since we are not interested in these parameters here we will not attempt to forecast how the improved bounds oṅ G/G will impact galileon cosmology, but, for completeness, we will make a few pertinent observations. First, galileon models with a direct coupling to matter (that we study here) have not been well-studied in the context of cosmology; some references [95] [96] [97] have studied the theoretical cosmology but no fiducial model has been proposed. Second, those that have been studied differ from the models studied in this work in that they produce self-acceleration by having a phantom quadratic kinetic term (i.e the term ∇ 2 φ → −∇ 2 φ in the equations of motion (23) and (24)). These models are in tension with (but not excluded by) current cosmological data [98] and are strongly ruled out (except for very fine-tuned cases) by the recent LIGO/Virgo-Fermi observation of gravitational waves and a gamma ray burst from merging neutron stars, which constrains the difference in the speed of gravitons and photons to the 10 −15 level [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Finally, many different theories of gravity, including massive gravity [50, 99, 100] and Horndeski theories (and their generalizations) [101] [102] [103] [104] reduce to the same galileon theories considered in this work on solar system scales but give very different cosmologies. For this reason, constraining the time-variation of G does not constrain the fundamental parameters α and r c considered here. In many of these theories, the matching of small scales to a cosmological backgrounds presents a separate technical challenge because one needs to make sure to use a metric for the solar system that is consistent with cosmological asymptotics [105] [106] [107] [108] .
Tests of Other PPN Parameters
In addition to γ, some of the tests mentioned above will also probe the PPN parameters β and δ (for the first time in this case). The resulting bounds on these parameters will be weaker than for γ, and, since the relevant combination of parameters is the same for these additional parameters, no new information will be gained by constraining them 10 . This conclusion may be different [60] . The red region shows the parameter space that could be potentially ruled out with PLR.
for theories that include a disformal coupling to matter [110] .
Tests of the Equivalence Principle
The Strong Equivalence Principle: The EarthSun-Mars-Jupiter system allows for a novel test of the SEP [67] that could be performed using PLR [66] . Since chameleon and symmetron models violate the WEP, this system could be used to test these theories. In particular, all of these bodies will have different thin-shells (and hence scalar charges Q) and will therefore fall towards any given body at a different rate. The analysis by [67] involved integrating the equations of motion for the four-body system including higher-order effects such as tidal forces. Such an analysis would be more difficult for chameleon and symmetron models due to their non-linear nature. Any analytic solution would require different approximations because the regime of validity depends on the model parameters [45, 46] -for example, if the mass of the field becomes of order the separation between two bodies then superposition no longer holdsand deviations from spherical symmetry (including tidal effects) are harder (but not impossible [111] ) to model. In practice, it is likely that a numerical integration of the field equations will be necessary to find the resulting constraints. Similarly, whereas the WEP is satisfied for a single extended object in galileon theories, two or more extended suppressed. More general scalar-tensor theories will source postNewtonian fields that are sensitive to higher-order corrections to α, which will be additionally constrained by measuring β and δ. Additionally, Vainshtein screened theories have additional terms in the metric that are not captured by the PPN expansion alone [109] and it may be possible to constrain these.
objects may violate the WEP due to the failure of superposition that results from the high degree of non-linearity in the equations of motion. It is likely that the theoretical modeling of this four-body system would be even harder for galileon theories. Their equations are harder to solve and may have multiple branches of solutions, deviations from spherical symmetry are poorly understood (except in other symmetric situations [112] ), and it is not clear that perturbation theory works for these models [113] .
The Weak Equivalence Principle: There are several proposed experiments that will measure the WEP using accelerometers (of various design) orbiting the Earth [114] [115] [116] . The perpetual free-fall of these accelerometers will allow for longer experiments. The satellite test of the equivalence principle (STEP) [116] will reach a precision of 10 −18 , five orders of magnitude stronger than the current bounds from LLR (10 −13 ). In all cases, these experiments consist of a capsule in orbit around Earth with two test-bodies (typically cylinders that are designed to resemble spheres to high multipole moments) that freefall towards the Earth, and accelerometers designed to measure any difference between the free-fall rates. It is unlikely that these experiments will constrain galileon theories because the capsule is a point mass to a good approximation but chameleons and symmetrons are very sensitive to the precise geometry of experimental chambers (see [20] for a review of experimental tests). The fact that these accelerometers operate with a highly nonsymmetric geometry makes the theoretical modeling of the field profile very difficult and a numerical treatment would be necessary in order to make predictions. The paper that originally introduced chameleons estimated the range of parameters for which a STEP-like experiment would be unscreened [25] by demanding that the capsule has no thin-shell, but going beyond this would require considerably more effort and so we do not attempt this here. It may be that a dedicated vacuum chamber in space with a geometry specifically tailored to optimize the chameleon and symmetron WEP violations would provide more stringent results than a detailed reanalysis of the current generation of planned and proposed accelerometers.
V. Conclusions
In this work we have explored the implications that current, planned and, proposed space-based tests of relativistic gravitation have for theories of gravity that include screening mechanisms. Screening mechanisms use non-linear equations of motion to dynamically suppress deviations from GR in the solar system without the need to tune the theory parameters to negligible values. They therefore allow the theories to be relevant on cosmological scales, potentially allowing them to address the dark energy mystery. We have examined three well-studied and common paradigms for screening: chameleon, symmetron, and galileon models. (The latter models are paragons for Vainshtein screening, which occurs in a very broad class of scalar-tensor theories.)
In the case of chameleon and symmetron models, which screen in a qualitatively similar manner using the thinshell effect (see section II), we have argued that spacebased tests of the PPN parameter γ using either laser ranging to Phobos (PLR) or optical networks (LATOR and BEACON) will provide the best constraints. Only the potential BEACON bounds on chameleon models will probe into the region of parameter space not yet covered by current tests. BEACON has the ability to fill in the remaining region around the dark energy scale where chameleons and dark energy may have a common origin. The bounds on symmetrons will be complementary to current bounds from astrophysical probes. For galileon models, the strongest constraints would come from testing the inverse-square law at interplanetary distances using PLR. In particular, tests of the inverse-square law would provide the strongest constraints on galileon models to date.
Finally, we have discussed whether or not the next generation of experiments aimed at testing the strong and weak equivalence principles in space could provide new and improved constraints. Ascertaining how strong these would be (if at all) is difficult due to uncertainties in the theoretical modeling of the both the four-body field profile and dynamics of the Earth-Sun-Jupiter-Mars system, and the proposed accelerometers that will be placed in orbit around Earth. In the former case, one simply needs to numerically solve the non-linear equations. In the latter, it is likely that only a small range of parameters can be probed, and it may be more fruitful to have a specifically designed vacuum chamber in space.
To paraphrase the paper that first introduced chameleons [24] : 14 years later, screened modified gravity is still awaiting surprise tests for gravity in space. the size of effects computed using the PPN metric. It is distinct from the gravitational constant G appearing in the action and the gravitational constant measured on Earth. The time delay and gravitational lensing of light is given by [117] 
where b is the impact parameter and F 1 are geometric factors that depend on the geometry used to perform the measurement [118] . Their expressions are not necessary for what follows. We now wish to calculate the Jordan frame metric in PPN form. we first calculate the Einstein frame metric, defined by
One finds [38]
so that
up to irrelevant integration constants set by the boundary conditions. For the scalar, we are interested in the regime where this body has some degree of screening. In this case, the equation inside the screening radius is
while outside the screening radius it is
where α = α(φ 0 ), which is constant for chameleons and given by (19) for symmetrons. We have ignored the scalar's mass m 2 eff = V eff (φ 0 ) (≈ µ 2 for the symmetron) since we expect m eff R 1 in the regime of interest but we can account for this by multiplying our final result by e −m eff (φ0)R (more technical and cumbersome derivations find this factor [47] ). The solution is then
where the 'scalar charge' of body A is
Transforming to the Jordan frame using equation (A2) and expanding A(φ) to first order in GM A /r one finds equations (A4) and (A5) with
Had we been dealing with a theory with no WEP violations our task would be complete since one could simply apply the constraints on γ to (A17) but WEP violations imply that it is possible that G PPN can differ from the value of Newton's constant measured by local experiments. To see this, it is simpler to consider the product GM . In particular, consider measuring this combination using the orbital dynamics of a smaller body of mass M B orbiting the larger body sourcing this metric. This second body may have its own screening radius r B s so that the force on this smaller body is
where we have once again ignored the mass of the scalar. The quantity that is measured in these theories is therefore
where (G N M ) GR is the product of the mass and gravitational constant that one would infer in GR, or, rather, from Newtonian mechanics. It is this combination, in particular its numerical value, that must be used in equations (A6) and (A7) in order to correctly apply the constraints on γ. We therefore have
